Cross-sectional study of indices of dynamic components of ambulatory blood pressure and cardiac damage in elderly male patients with essential hypertension.
Blood pressure control is closely related to target organ damage in elderly patients with hypertension. The aim of this study was to determine the relationship between ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) indices and cardiac damage in elderly male patients with treated essential hypertension (EH). This study included 998 Chinese men (mean age, 78.44 ± 12.02 years) with EH. Participants underwent cardiac function assessment, laboratory testing, and ABPM, including ABP, BP variability, BP circadian rhythms, and hypertensive or hypotensive time indices. The relationships between ABPM indices and cardiac damage (expressed by shape and function) were assessed using ridge regression analysis. Ridge regression analysis revealed the following after adjustments for age, common cardiovascular risk factors, disease, and medications: N-terminal fragment pro-B-type natriuretic peptide was negatively correlated with the diastolic blood pressure nocturnal fall rate; the peak early/atrial velocity (E/A) ratio E/A ratio was negatively correlated with the 24 h mean systolic blood pressure (24 hmSBP), daytime SBP (dSBP), and nocturnal SBP (nSBP); and ejection fraction (EF) was negatively correlated with 24 h SBP percent time of elevation (24 hSBP PTE %) and 24 h DBP percent time of elevation (24 hDBP PTE %). Left ventricular mass (LVM) was positively correlated with the 24 hmSBP, dSBP, nSBP, 24 h mean pulse pressure (24 hmPP), day mean pulse pressure, and nocturnal mean arterial pressure, whereas LVM was negatively correlated with the NDBPF. Our study showed that the ABPM indices associated with cardiac damage may be regarded as an early predictive marker for cardiac function impairment in elderly male patients with EH.